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SUMMARY 
 
In 1987, only one year before his death, ‘Archie’ Cochrane referred to a 
systematic review of RCTs of care during pregnancy and childbirth as “a 
real milestone in the history of randomized trials and in the evaluation of 
care” (Chalmers et al, 1989). Surely, to his judgment, from that moment 
there was no longer any reason to leave the notorious wooden spoon 
described in chapter 1 in the possession of Obstetrics. But is this true for 
reproductive surgery as well? We summarize the findings of our thesis on 
evidence-based practice in reproductive surgery by answering the three 
predefined research questions. We also discuss the implications for 
clinical practice and future research. We briefly reflect on the future of 
evidence-based practice in reproductive surgery. 
Chapter 2 discusses the position of laparoscopy in current fertility 
practice. Although Assisted Reproductive Technology (ART) is steadily 
replacing tubal surgery as the first-line treatment for tubal infertility a 
randomized comparison between both treatment options is lacking. We 
retrieved limited evidence on the effectiveness of laparoscopy for treating 
female subfertility in some settings. The treatments for which we found 
evidence are summarized in the next alinea. 
The Canadian ENDOCAN trial has demonstrated a benefit with the 
laparoscopic treatment of minimal and/or mild endometriosis for the 
outcome ‘ongoing pregnancy at 20 weeks or live birth’ in women with 
otherwise unexplained subfertility: odds ratio (OR) 2.0, 95% confidence 
interval (CI) was 1.2 to 3.3, P=0.01, 341 women. In the smaller Gruppo 
Italiano trial there was no evidence for such a benefit (OR 0.85, 95% CI 
0.32 to 2.3, P=0.75, 96 women). Laparoscopic ovarian drilling (LOD) in 
women with clomiphene-resistant polycystic ovaries is at least as effective 
as gonadotrophin treatment - the odds ratio (OR) was 1.0, 95% CI 0.63 to 
1.6, P=0.95, 4 studies, 304 women- but LOD carries a substantially lower 
risk for multiple pregnancy (OR 0.13, 95% CI 0.03 to 0.59, P=0.008, 4 
studies, 154 women). Doing a laparoscopy before a first or after several 
failed cycles of IUI does not affect the pregnancy rates (OR 0.81, 95% CI 
0.43 to 1.5, P=0.52, 1 study, 154 women) nor the incidence of clinically 
relevant pelvic pathology (OR 0.72, 95% CI 0.28 to 1.9, P=0.51, 1 study, 
89 women). The removal of hydrosalpinges visible on ultrasound may 
increase the delivery rate after in vitro fertilization (IVF) - the risk ratio 
(RR) was 2.4, 95% CI 1.1 to 5.3, P=0.038, 1 study, 75 women- especially 
when bilaterally detectable (RR 3.5, 95% CI 1.1 to 11, P=0.019, 1 study, 
39 women). In conclusion, there is no evidence-based fundament for the 
shift from tubal reconstructive surgery to ART. The limited evidence on 
the role of laparoscopy in the treatment of female subfertility and the 
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availability of reliable alternative methods for detecting tuboperitoneal 
subfertility are nevertheless two important reasons to question the practice 
of doing laparoscopy in all subfertile women as the final step in the 
fertility work-up.  
Chapter 3 aims to clarify the position of hysteroscopy in current fertility 
practice by a non-Cochrane systematic review of the literature. The Royal 
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (RCOG) and the European 
Society for Human Reproduction and Embryology (ESHRE) do not 
recommend hysteroscopy as a first-line procedure for screening all 
subfertile women. We aimed to summarize and appraise the evidence on 
the effectiveness of hysteroscopy in subfertile women for improving 
reproductive outcome. We retrieved five RCTs. The hysteroscopic 
removal of endometrial polyps with a mean diameter of 16mm detected 
by ultrasound may double the pregnancy rates in women undergoing 
intrauterine insemination (IUI) compared to diagnostic hysteroscopy only 
(RR 2.2, 95% CI 1.6 to 3.1, P<0.00001, 1 study, 215 women). There is no 
proof for a benefit with hysteroscopic myomectomy compared to timed 
intercourse in women with one submucous fibroid <4cm and otherwise 
unexplained subfertility, although the point estimate is almost statistically 
significant (RR 1.9, 95% CI 0.97 to 3.7, P=0.06, 1 study, 94 women). 
Hysteroscopic metroplasty for a septate uterus may be less effective in a 
target population of women with primary subfertility versus those with 
recurrent miscarriage (RR 0.7, 95% CI 0.5 to 0.9, P=0.01, 1 study, 160 
women). Hysteroscopy before a next IVF attempt may nearly double the 
pregnancy rate in women with primary subfertility and at least two failed 
IVF attempts compared to starting IVF without prior hysteroscopy (RR 
1.6, 95% CI 1.3 to 1.9, P<0.00001, 2 studies, 941 women) irrespective of 
whether pathology was present or not (RR 0.91, 95% CI 0.71 to 1.2, 
P=0.48, 2 studies, 465 women). In conclusion, there is limited evidence 
for doing hysteroscopy in some but not all subfertile women. 
Chapter 4 illustrates the added value of doing a Cochrane systematic 
review for identifying knowledge gaps to direct future primary research. 
We aimed to assess the effects of the hysteroscopic removal of 
endometrial polyps, submucous fibroids, uterine septum or intrauterine 
adhesions suspected on ultrasound, hysterosalpingography, diagnostic 
hysteroscopy or any combination of these methods in women with 
otherwise unexplained subfertility or prior to IUI, IVF or ICSI. We found 
no RCTs on the hysteroscopic removal of endometrial polyps, intrauterine 
adhesions or uterine septa in women with otherwise unexplained 
subfertility. The only included study in women with otherwise 
unexplained subfertility and fibroids moreover failed to report data on the 
predefined primary outcomes for this Cochrane review (live birth for 
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positive and procedure-related complications for negative outcome). We 
similarly found no RCTs on the effectiveness of operative hysteroscopy in 
subfertile women with suspected submucous fibroids, intrauterine 
adhesions or uterine septa prior to IUI, IVF or ICSI. The only included 
study for this second category of randomized comparisons (endometrial 
polyps before IUI) also did not present data for the primary outcomes. 
Moreover we found no data on the effects of the number, size/extent or 
the localization of the uterine cavity abnormalities on the main outcomes 
for both categories of randomized comparisons or on a possible time-
effect relationship between the timing of the hysteroscopic intervention 
and subsequent IUI or ART. In conclusion, we have identified many 
knowledge gaps in our current understanding of the effects of 
hysteroscopic interventions on reproductive outcome in subfertile women. 
This is an opportunity for future research. 
Chapter 5 examines the role of anti-adhesion barrier gels following 
operative hysteroscopy for treating female subfertility. We aimed to assess 
the effects of any anti-adhesion barrier gel used after hysteroscopy for 
treating subfertility by a systematic review of the literature. We retrieved 
five studies. We assessed the risk of bias and performed a meta-analysis 
for some randomized comparisons. There is no evidence for a benefit with 
the use of any anti-adhesion barrier gel following operative hysteroscopy 
for the main outcomes live birth or clinical pregnancy (RR 3.0, 95% CI 
0.35 to 26, P=0.32, 1 study, 30 women). The use of any gel decreases the 
incidence of adhesions at second-look hysteroscopy (RR 0.65, 95% CI 
0.45 to 0.93, P=0.02, 5 studies, 372 women). The number needed to treat 
to benefit (NNTB) is 9 (95% CI 5 to 33). The use of auto-cross-linked 
hyaluronic acid (ACP) gel in women undergoing operative hysteroscopy 
for submucous fibroids, endometrial polyps or uterine septa is associated 
with a decrease in the mean adhesion scores at second-look hysteroscopy: 
the mean difference (MD) was -1.4, 95% CI -1.8 to -1.0, P<0.00001, 1 
study, 24 women. The largest decrease is demonstrated in women treated 
by ACP gel after hysteroscopic adhesiolysis (MD -3.3, 95% CI -3.4 to -
3.2, P<0.00001, 1 study, 19 women). When adhesions occur following 
operative hysteroscopy, the use of any anti-adhesion barrier gel is 
associated with more ‘mild’ adhesions (RR 2.8, 95% CI 1.1 to 7.0, 
P=0.03, 4 studies, 79 women) and less ‘moderate or severe adhesions’ at 
second-look hysteroscopy (RR 0.25, 95% CI 0.10 to 0.67, P=0.006, 4 
studies, 79 women). The NNTB is 2 with a 95% CI 1 to 2 for the former 
and a 95% CI 1 to 4 for the latter outcome. The quality of the evidence 
retrieved was graded as very low. In conclusion, gynecologists should 
counsel women wishing to become pregnant that intrauterine adhesion 
formation is the major long-term complication of operative hysteroscopy 
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in women of reproductive age. The use of any anti-adhesion barrier gel 
might be considered after operative hysteroscopy because its use might 
decrease the incidence of adhesions and if these do occur, they tend to be 
more ‘mild’ and less ‘moderate or severe’. We retrieved only very low 
quality evidence from a limited number of RCTs in a general source 
population including- but not restricted to- subfertile women. Moreover 
subfertile women should be counseled that there is at the present no 
evidence for a benefit for the outcomes of pregnancy or live birth. 
Chapter 6 studies the effectiveness of different anti-adhesion strategies 
following operative hysteroscopy in subfertile women. Intrauterine 
adhesions are associated with a poor reproductive outcome due to a high 
incidence of subfertility or recurrent miscarriage and due to major 
obstetric complications as the endpoint of a successful hysteroscopic 
treatment of severe intrauterine adhesions. Therefore several preventive 
strategies were proposed in the literature, based on observational 
evidence. We aimed to summarize and appraise the evidence on the 
effectiveness of inserting an intrauterine device or a Foley catheter 
balloon, prescribing postoperative hormone therapy, using anti-adhesion 
barrier gels or human amnion membrane grafting by conducting a 
Cochrane systematic review. 
Chapter 7 aims to examine if there has been any progress in evidence-
based practice in reproductive surgery. In 1996 the CONSORT statement 
was launched as a methodological initiative to improve the standards of 
reporting of clinical trials. We aimed to study the effect of the CONSORT 
statement on the number and the quality of published reports of RCTs on 
reproductive surgery in subfertile women. After a systematic review of the 
literature we retrieved 64 RCTs on reproductive surgical interventions in 
subfertile women measuring pregnancy or live birth rates: we classified 16 
studies in the pre-CONSORT group ( 1995) and 38 studies in the post-
CONSORT group ( 1999). We excluded 10 studies published between 
1996 and 1998 for the assessment of the research question on the quality 
of RCTs to allow a reasonable time period for the implementation of the 
CONSORT statement by the scientific community. The number of RCTs 
reporting pregnancy or live birth as main outcome (N=32) in the last 
decade (2000-2010) equals the number of all RCTs published in the 
previous three decades (1970 to 1999). We compared the methodological 
quality post- versus pre-CONSORT by counting the number of items 
judged as low risk of bias by using the Cochrane ‘Risk of bias’ tool. We 
found a consistent trend for an improvement favoring the post-CONSORT 
studies for the items of random sequence generation (RR 2.0, 95% CI 1.1 
to 3.5, P=0.02, 54 studies), allocation concealment (RR 2.2, 95% CI 0.90 
to 5.4, P=0.08, 54 studies), completeness of outcome data (RR 1.4, 95% 
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CI 0.92 to 2.3, P=0.11, 54 studies), selective outcome reporting (RR 1.3, 
95% CI 0.94 to 1.7, P=0.12, 54 studies) and other potential sources of bias 
(RR 2.1, 95% CI 0.52 to 8.5, P=0.30, 54 studies) but not for blinding (RR 
0.42, 95% CI 0.12 to 1.5, P=0.18, 54 studies). We found a significant 
improvement in the overall methodological quality defined by the 
composite outcome ‘all six risk of bias items’ favoring the post-
CONSORT studies (RR 1.5, 95% CI 1.2 to 1.9, P=0.001, 54 studies). In 
conclusion, recent years have witnessed more and better reports on 
reproductive surgical interventions in subfertile women. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
Our search did not retrieve any randomized comparison of tubal surgery 
versus expectant management or IVF measuring live birth or pregnancy in 
women with tubal infertility. This is consistent with the findings of two 
Cochrane reviews (Pandian et al, 2008; Johnson et al, 2010). This answers 
the first research question of the present thesis. 

Our appraisal of the evidence on the effectiveness of hysteroscopy in 
treating subfertile women has identified limited evidence for a benefit in 
women with endometrial polyps before IUI and in women with primary 
subfertility and at least two failed IVF attempts; moreover many 
knowledge gaps have been identified. The use of any barrier gel following 
operative hysteroscopy in subfertile women might be considered: its use 
may decrease the formation of adhesions as well as their extent and 
severity but data on the key reproductive outcomes are lacking. This 
answers the second research question of our thesis. 

Our research has demonstrated an increase in the number and an 
improvement in the methodological quality of published RCTs on 
reproductive surgery over recent years. This answers part of the third 
research question of the present thesis. Our findings are consistent with 
those of a recently published opinion paper on ‘Twenty years of Cochrane 
reviews in Menstrual Disorders and Subfertility’ (Farquhar et al, 2013). 
The number of RCTs on the treatment of subfertility has increased from 
fewer than 2000 in 1997 to over 5000 in 2013. There is a move towards 
identifying and accumulating the highest quality evidence; inevitably, this 
should lead to a greater use of this evidence in the field and bridge the gap 
between evidence and daily clinical practice.  
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1. IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE 
 
• Laparoscopic surgery for treating female subfertility 
 
At the present we can no longer recommend doing a laparoscopy as the 
final step in the fertility work-up of all subfertile women: to attain a 100% 
level of certainty about the status of the tubes would increase the pool of 
women with minimal pelvic pathology of questionable prognostic 
significance leading to an inflation of health care costs (Collins and Van 
Steirteghem, 2004). HSG and laparoscopy are comparable for predicting 
natural conception in a general subfertile population (Verhoeve et al, 
2011). Subfertile women with a history of PID, complicated appendicitis, 
pelvic surgery, ectopic pregnancy and endometriosis have a higher risk of 
having tuboperitoneal pathology (Luttjeboer et al, 2009) and should be 
offered a diagnostic laparoscopy early in the fertility work-up (NICE 
2004; ASRM 2006). CAT by using the microimmunofluorescence test is 
the test of first choice in the initial screening for tubal pathology (Broeze 
et al, 2011). The combination of medical history taking and CAT testing 
has a higher predictive value in the selection of subfertile women for 
diagnostic laparoscopy than either of both alone and as a triage has the 
potential to decrease the number of ‘unnecessary laparoscopies’ by 82% 
compared to doing a laparoscopy in all cases (Coppus et al, 2007) . HSG 
is a useful test for screening tubal patency in all subfertile women (Broeze 
et al, 2011; the Practice Committee of the American Society for 
Reproductive Medicine, 2012). The combination of medical history 
taking, CAT and HSG has the best performance for the diagnosis of 
bilateral tubal pathology (Broeze et al, 2012). Routine diagnostic tubal 
patency tests in the fertility work-up are not cost-effective if considered 
only from the viewpoint of health policy management; when there is a 
need for information on the tubal status to make clinical decisions for the 
health of individual women, HSG followed by a tailored treatment or a 
diagnostic laparoscopy if HSG shows no tubal patency is more cost-
effective than diagnostic laparoscopy (Verhoeve et al, 2013). 
LOD followed by CC and gonadotrophins if anovulation persists is an 
attractive alternative for the second-line treatment of CC-resistant PCOS 
women mainly since it lowers the risk of multiple pregnancies for at least 
equal effectiveness compared to starting gonadotrophin treatment 
immediately. Moreover a long-term follow-up study demonstrated that 
LOD by electrocautery significantly reduced the need for ovulation 
induction or ART for a first live born baby and increases the chance for a 
second child (Nahuis et al, 2011). Health-related quality of life was not 
affected for both LOD or gonadotrophin treatment except in a subanalysis 
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of women without ongoing pregnancy that had more depressive symptoms 
in the gonadotrophin treatment arm compared to the electrocautery 
strategy group (van Wely et al, 2004). The total treatment costs up to an 
ongoing pregnancy are comparable for both treatment strategies (van 
Wely et al, 2004) but data from a long-term follow-up have demonstrated 
that the mean treatment costs per live birth within 8 to 12 years after 
initial treatment were significantly lower for the strategy starting with 
electrocautery compared to starting immediately with gonadotrophin 
treatment (Nahuis et al, 2012). Therefore starting with LOD first followed 
by clomiphene citrate and gonadotrophins when anovulation persists 
should be recommended as a rational second-line treatment in CC-
resistant PCOS patients. 
Tubal reconstructive surgery was the only available treatment option for 
tubal infertility in the pre-ART era. It offers women the potential to 
achieve more than one conception by a one-time minimally invasive 
intervention, avoiding ART and its associated risks. The disadvantages of 
reconstructive surgery include the risks associated with surgery/anesthesia 
and recurrence of hydrosalpinx. In case of bilateral irreparable 
hydrosalpinges there is good-quality evidence for recommending 
salpingectomy or tubal occlusion to improve the pregnancy rates after IVF 
(Johnson et al, 2010; Johnson et al, 2011). Young women without other 
reasons for subfertility might be counseled to undergo laparoscopic 
fimbrioplasty or neosalpingostomy for restoring tubal pathology with a 
good fertility prognosis e.g. phimosis and adhesions (Mol et al, 1999); 
bilateral salpingectomy in these cases would eradicate the potential for 
spontaneous pregnancy (Johnson et al, 2011). Microsurgical or 
laparoscopic reanastomosis by a skilled reproductive surgeon might be 
recommended after prior tubal sterilization (the Practice Committee of the 
American Society for Reproductive Medicine, 2012). 
 
• Hysteroscopic surgery for treating female subfertility 
 
Doing a hysteroscopy prior to a subsequent IVF/ICSI treatment cycle in 
women with primary subfertility and at least two failed IVF/ICSI attempts 
may increase the likelihood of a successful reproductive outcome. A 
systematic review and meta-analysis of five observational studies and one 
randomized trial has suggested that a hysteroscopy before a first IVF 
attempt might improve the clinical pregnancy and live birth rates; the data 
should be interpreted with caution because of substantial clinical diversity 
and statistical heterogeneity across the included studies (Pundir et al, 
2013). A hysteroscopy before a first IVF attempt might be cost-effective 
as shown by a cost-decision model (Kasius et al, 2013). More research is 
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needed before hysteroscopy prior to a first ART treatment cycle can be 
firmly recommended. 
 
• Anti-adhesion therapy after hysteroscopic surgery 
 
Gynecological surgeons should inform women still wishing to conceive 
that intrauterine adhesion formation is the major long-term complication 
of operative hysteroscopy in women of reproductive age. A recent survey 
in the Netherlands has indicated that adhesion awareness among Dutch 
gynecologists seems limited and that counseling is provided inadequately 
(Meuleman et al, 2013). Using barrier gels after operative hysteroscopy 
may decrease the incidence and the extent/severity of adhesions but the 
effects on reproductive outcome are not documented by high-quality 
evidence similarly to the use of barrier gels after laparoscopic 
myomectomy (Pellicano et al, 2005). This absence of evidence should not 
be neglected in the process of counseling. 
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2. IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
• Laparoscopic surgery for treating female subfertility 
 
Additional randomized studies are needed to assess the effectiveness of 
HyCoSy to predict a spontaneous pregnancy; one RCT has found no 
evidence for a benefit with HyCoSy for improving clinical pregnancy 
rates in subfertile women (Lindborg et al, 2009). 
Several prospective comparative studies suggest a high correlation of the 
findings of transvaginal hydrolaparoscopy (THL) with those of 
conventional laparoscopy (Campo et al, 1999; Casa et al, 2002; Darai et 
al, 2000; Nawroth et al, 2001). In a prospective cohort study similar FRRs 
for one-sided tubal pathology, two sided tubal pathology and 
adhesions/endometriosis were found; this suggests that the capacity of 
THL to predict spontaneous ongoing pregnancy may be comparable to 
that of laparoscopy (van Tetering et al, 2007). Definitive evidence can 
only be derived from additional pragmatic RCTs comparing THL and 
laparoscopy in the same group of participants with a short time interval 
between both procedures. The value of clinical prediction models for tubal 
disease and endometriosis (all stages versus stage III or IV) in the 
selection of women with unexplained subfertility for THL as an outpatient 
screening procedure under local anesthesia should be studied. 
Several authors have indicated that the ongoing parallel debate on the 
economics of ART treatment to define the most appropriate funding 
framework for providing safe, equitable and cost-effective treatment is 
complex (Mol et al, 2000; Connolly et al, 2010; Berg Brigham et al, 2012; 
Chambers et al, 2013). Cost-effectiveness studies comparing restorative 
tubal surgery with expectant management and reproductive tubal surgery 
as an alternative or preliminary to ART in women with tubal infertility 
should be placed on top of the research agenda, especially in countries 
with a high ART utilization, like Belgium; the comparison between both 
interventions for the outcomes of adverse events and health-related quality 
of life should be considered as well. A major barrier for conducting this 
research might be that the clinical community in reproductive medicine 
seems reluctant to question the perceived success of ART (Kamphuis et 
al, 2014). We admit that there are major limitations in the practicability of 
designing such a study e.g. the availability of sufficient surgical expertise 
in tubal restorative surgery (Pandian et al, 2008) and a sufficiently high 
burden of tubal disease (Sabatini and Davis, 2005). A priori defined 
subgroup analyses should be done to study the cost-effectiveness of tubal 
restorative surgery compared to ART in specific subgroups (e.g. older 
versus younger women, poor responders, previous tubal ligation…). 
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• Hysteroscopic surgery for treating female subfertility 
 
We agree with others that there is currently no evidence from adequately 
powered high-quality RCTs for a benefit with hysteroscopic myomectomy 
for improving pregnancy or live birth rates in women with otherwise 
unexplained subfertility or prior to ART (Metwally et al, 2012). The 
findings of a systematic review of observational studies (Pritts et al, 2009) 
have suggested a negative impact of submucous fibroids on reproductive 
outcome and a benefit with their hysteroscopic removal. As reproductive 
surgeons we therefore face a difficult choice: either take this non-evidence 
based (biased) research for granted or follow the scientific path to prove 
the effectiveness and safety of hysteroscopic myomectomy for treating 
women with otherwise unexplained subfertility or before IUI/ART. Not 
removing the fibroids might be considered unethical by some, to proceed 
with ovarian stimulation, IUI or ART might be thought inappropriate by 
others but there is the third and overlooked possibility of asking informed 
consent for inclusion in a pragmatic multicentre RCT. Data from 
randomized studies on a plausible dose-response or location relationship 
and the corresponding increase in benefit or decrease in adverse events are 
needed as part of investigating a causal relationship. More RCTs are 
needed to clarify the relationship between the timing of the hysteroscopic 
intervention and the effects on pregnancy or live birth rates. Additional 
high-quality RCTs are needed to investigate whether hysteroscopy in the 
preceding cycle may benefit all women undergoing IVF/ICSI or should be 
restricted to subgroups such as women with primary subfertility and 
unexplained recurrent implantation failure. A recently published 
systematic review and meta-analysis of four RCTs and three observational 
studies (Potdar et al, 2012) and a Cochrane review (Nastri et al, 2012) 
have reported a benefit with endometrial injury (including endometrial 
biopsy/scratch and diagnostic hysteroscopy) during the cycle preceding 
ART treatment on the live birth and clinical pregnancy rates. If the 
endometrial injury was made on the day of oocyte retrieval, a decrease in 
the ongoing and clinical pregnancy rates was demonstrated (Nastri et al, 
2012). The beneficial effect of repetitive endometrial sampling was first 
observed in a study aiming to investigate the pattern of endometrial 
expression of a gap junction protein. The hypothesis that local injury of 
the endometrium might increase the receptivity for implantation was 
proven by a randomized study (Barash et al, 2003). A randomized 
comparison between hysteroscopy in the cycle preceding ART versus on 
the day of oocyte retrieval could investigate a similar time-effect 
relationship of hysteroscopy before ART. Moreover additional research is 
needed to investigate whether the benefit of endometrial injury by 
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scratch/biopsy or hysteroscopy in the cycle preceding ART is different 
according to the phase of the cycle. Since the duration of this beneficial 
effect is not known, more research is needed to investigate whether repeat 
interventions are required in cases of persistent treatment failure. This 
may increase costs as well as patients’ stress and discomfort; the issues of 
cost-effectiveness and health-related quality of life should therefore be 
taken into account. For the outcome of clinical pregnancy the benefit with 
endometrial scratch/biopsy was greater compared to hysteroscopy (Potdar 
et al, 2012); this result of the meta-analysis should be interpreted with 
great caution because all cases of operative hysteroscopy were excluded 
from the statistical pooling on the a priori assumption that operative 
hysteroscopy for unsuspected uterine anomalies is likely to improve ART 
success rates (Potdar et al, 2012); therefore additional RCTs are needed to 
measure the cost-effectiveness of endometrial biopsy/scratch versus 
diagnostic and/or operative hysteroscopy. Finally more basic research is 
needed to study the underlying biological mechanisms that may increase 
the endometrial receptivity during the window of implantation in the 
human. In 1907 a report was published on the observation of a rapid 
growth of endometrial stromal cells provoked by injury caused by 
scratching of the progestational guinea-pig uterus (Loeb, 1907). An 
increased influx of macrophages and dendritic cells playing a key role in 
decidualization of human endometrial stromal cells (HESCs) and 
implantation (Gnainsky et al, 2010), an increased release of pro-
inflammatory cytokines and growth factors, especially leukemia-
inhibitory factor (LIF), interleukin-1  (IL) and heparin-binding epidermal 
growth factor-like growth factor (HB-EGF) (Paria et al, 2002), modulated 
gene expression in the endometrium with up regulation of pro-
implantation proteins (Kalma et al, 2009) and synchronization of 
endometrial and embryo development (Zhou et al, 2008) might be 
plausible explanations. The basic research on the hypothetical 
mechanisms for the increased endometrial receptivity should assist 
clinicians to unravel what extent of endometrial injury is required to 
improve reproductive outcomes. 
 
• Anti-adhesion therapy after hysteroscopic surgery 
 
Our research on the effectiveness of barrier gels for preventing 
intrauterine adhesions is in agreement with the findings of a Cochrane 
systematic review (Metwally et al, 2006) but the effects of using 
hyaluronic acid barrier gels following operative hysteroscopy in subfertile 
women on the key reproductive outcomes are unknown and should be 
studied.
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RANDOM REFLECTIONS (*) ON THE FUTURE OF EVIDENCE-
BASED PRACTICE IN REPRODUCTIVE SURGERY 
 
There is little doubt on the validity of using a rigorously scientific 
approach (i.e. a RCT) to measure the efficacy of an intervention under 
ideal experimental conditions; the RCT offers the potential of the least 
biased measure of the true treatment effect. A well-designed RCT has 
therefore a high internal validity. This means that the estimates of the 
treatment effect for the conditions, intervention and the population 
described in the experiment are highly reliable. But is this equally true for 
all subfertile women? Or at least for those under the care of the 
reproductive surgeon who consults the findings of an “experimental” RCT 
to propose a treatment based on the best available evidence but in 
circumstances wholly different from the “experimental” condition 
described in the RCT? The applicability of the study findings to a general 
or target population constitutes the external validity of a trial. Recently 
there has been an emerging interest in ‘real life’ studies. In one review 
(Saturni et al, 2014) the trade-off between internal and external validity of 
a trial was erroneously simplified to the distinction between 
‘experimental’ RCTs measuring efficacy versus ‘real life’ studies 
measuring effectiveness; this disregards the fact that explanatory 
(efficacy) and management trials (effectiveness) are a continuum rather 
than a dichotomy (Haynes et al, 2006). In psychiatry criticism on the 
rigorous approach of the ‘experimental’ RCT has led to the introduction 
of ‘practice based evidence’ aiming to improve the prediction of outcomes 
at the individual level (Margison et al, 2000). Practice based evidence is 
defined as the ability to use our clinical skills and past experience to 
rapidly identify each patient’s unique health state and diagnosis, their 
individual risks and benefits of potential interventions, and their personal 
values and expectations. The ‘conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of 
the current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual 
patients’ stands for the integration of individual expertise of the clinician 
with the best available evidence from systematic research taking into 
account the patient’s unique values and preferences. Practice based 
evidence is therefore a part of evidence base practice. 
The scientific approach of EBM might be less appealing for the practicing 
clinician who may be reluctant to follow the challenging path of finding 
valid proof for a given intervention rather than to continue offering non-
evidence based therapy (Kamphuis et al, 2014). We agree with others that 
the strength of a well-conducted RCT consists of its high internal validity; 
this enables the clinician to distinguish between effective, undetermined, 
ineffective or even possibly harmful interventions (Johnson et al, 2003; 
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Johnson et al, 2008; Farquhar et al, 2013). We agree that there are many 
barriers for designing RCTs in surgery. Many of these have been 
identified by others (McCulloch et al, 2002; McLeod, 1999) e.g. the 
problems of the surgical learning curve and differences in surgical 
expertise (Devereaux et al, 2005), the difficulty to standardize surgical 
interventions (Kapiteijn et al, 1999), the problem of blinding in surgical 
trials (Moseley et al, 2002), the presence of co-interventions (Haynes et al, 
2006), problems of recruitment (Haynes et al, 2006) and issues of 
statistical power calculation (Dimick et al, 2001). Recently there has been 
a growing recognition of the problem of implementing EBM: the 
biomedical knowledge grows exponentially but the integration of research 
into practice is slow (Oude Rengerik et al, 2011). Clinical practice 
guidelines based on the best available evidence have the potential to 
decrease undesirable variation in care between settings and may facilitate 
the implementation of evidence-based practice. Attempts have been made 
to study the effectiveness of multi-faceted strategies to promote change 
and clinical daily practice implementation by using a RCT as study design 
(Mourad et al, 2011). It is clear that evidence-based practice is necessary 
but not sufficient to fulfill the needs of the caretakers and the women 
under their care. Recent years have witnessed the appearance of patient-
centeredness in fertility care (Dancet et al, 2010). The framework for 
patient-centered fertility treatment places the patient/woman in the central 
position while taking into account effectiveness, safety, costs and burden 
of fertility treatment (Dancet et al, 2014). It is clear from the definitions of 
patient-centered care and evidence-based medicine that both are part of a 
continuum rather than being competitive or mutually exclusive. 
Clinicians might be tempted to consider the evidence provided by 
observational studies as an ethical basis to discard the need for additional 
high-quality research, as in the cases of submucous fibroids in women 
with otherwise unexplained subfertilitity or a uterine septum in women 
suffering from recurrent miscarriage (Kowalik et al, 2010). This 
“certainty” based on the findings of studies with an inherent risk of bias 
should nevertheless be put aside in deference to the reasoned uncertainty 
existing within the larger community of experts (Haynes et al, 2006). The 
true uncertainty on the part of the expert professional community about 
the benefit to harms balance of two or more treatments for a well- defined 
study population has been termed “clinical equipoise” (Freedman, 1987). 
The balance between the clinical equipoise and the ‘certainty’ based on 
studies of lesser methodological quality should be the standard to judge 
whether or not additional RCTs should be conducted to study the 
effectiveness of an intervention. To our opinion, the possibility of 
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participation in a RCT is therefore not only a third and often overlooked 
alternative but a real ‘treatment’ option if the balance is undetermined. 
The final question is whether there is any proof that the use of EBM 
indeed improves practice. Has there been any proof that evidence-based 
care does improve outcomes that matter for patients (Dobbie et al, 2000)? 
To solve this crucial question scientifically by randomly comparing 
evidence-based versus non-evidence-based practice would truly be a 
daunting challenge. An alternative but to our opinion valid answer comes 
from data derived from outcomes research studies. Outcomes research-the 
study of the end results of health services that takes patients’ experiences, 
preferences, and values into account-is intended to provide scientific 
evidence relating to decisions made by all who participate in health care 
(Clancy and Eisenberg, 1998). Many data from outcomes research studies 
have proven that patients who received evidence-based treatment often 
had better outcomes than those who did not in several domains of 
medicine (Krumholz et al, 1996; Krumholz et al, 1998) including 
reproductive medicine (Twisk et al, 2006; Pandian et al, 2013; 
Mastenbroek et al, 2011) and reproductive surgery (Johnson et al, 2008; 
Johnson et al, 2010). We agree with others that “demanding rigorous 
evidence in evaluating the effectiveness of medical interventions is a good 
thing” (Imrie and Ramey, 2008). This applies equally to reproductive 
surgery: true progress in the field of reproductive surgery is based upon 
surgical skills, innovation in techniques and instruments, basic research 
and the exposure of the clinical practice research to the validity of the 
RCT. If the balance of effectiveness is undetermined reproductive 
surgeons should follow the guiding principle of clinical equipoise rather 
than hide behind false certainty or pseudo-ethical objections as an excuse 
for not changing clinical practice or being reluctant to do additional 
clinical research. There couldn’t have been a more fitting end for the story 
of the wooden spoon in the introduction of this thesis than the powerful 
“Old English” words of one of Cochrane’s greatest countrymen (**): 
“Now this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is, 
perhaps, the end of the beginning”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




